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Black box. White cone. High-range frequency. It’s not known as the world’s best — it’s known for being the 
world’s best reference — the sound that creates hits.

Replacement Woofer for CLA-10 / NS-10M
The Low Frequency driver, AV10 MLF, is a near exact match from 20Hz to the crossover frequency. We 
have changed the cone design from a lapped seam to a single continuous press formed cone from the 
same supplier as the original. This allows a much higher level of quality control and consistency during the 
manufacturing process.

The AV10 MLF replacement driver is physically and dimensionally exactly the same as the original and is a 
“bolt in” hassle free install that requires no changes to the cabinet in the installation process.

THE CLA MONITOR FAMILY — ONLY FROM AVANTONE
We’ve worked tirelessly to bring this classic monitor system back to the world — but it took more than just 
recreating a single speaker. A tremendous amount of attention has been put into every detail: matching 
the original MDF and wood veneer for the cabinet, matching the original winding dimensions/value/dc 
resistance of the inductors, profiling the most popular amplifier pairings of the original, just to name a few 
things. All of this development has culminated into a slew of monitor solutions.

The CLA-10 and CLA-10A: the iconic “white cone” 
monitors, in both passive and active configurations.
The CLA-100 and CLA-200: reference amplifiers with 
the perfect voicing to compliment the CLA-10 and 
original “white cones.”
AV10 MHF and AV10 MLF: the classic “white cone” 
drivers — now available for the first time in decades as 
direct replacements for the original.
AV10 MXO: replacement crossover for original 
Yamaha™ NS10M™ studio monitors.

Avantone Pro AV10-MLF - Zvučnik

Šifra: 15788
Kategorija prozivoda: 10 Inča
Proizvođač: Avantone Pro

Cena: 17.880,00  rsd
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Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


